
Living Coral has been named Pantone Color of the Year 2019 - A warm coral red with a
life-affirming golden undertone that takes its inspiration from nature. According to
Pantone this colour "reflects the warmth, nutrition and protection of coral reefs for the
marine life".
Colour experts see Living Coral as a clear statement in settings and decor. When
arranging this colour, for example, with white and light woods, Living Coral creates a
happy, bright and uncomplicated look. One who wonderfully heralds the spring and
summer. And in combination with black or grey shades and dark woods, this hue looks
theatrical and stimulating. In addition, Living Coral works wonderfully with blue and
green tones.
So which place is better suited than your garden to introduce this cheerful, life-affirming,
energy-giving and gently revitalizing coral red where the greenery of your plants will
create a beautifully backdrop and set this colour off perfectly?
Get this great trend at home with fabrics from the current solpuri fabric collection and
discover here how you can best style your green living room with solpuri outdoor
furniture in this natural soft shade.
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To create a spring feeling at home, use
this shade with lots of white and light
woods. The LAGOON Daybed by solpuri
shown here is a fantastic example of
how this beautiful effect can be created.
The seat cushion is upholstered in
Bombay Rose and complemented with
throw pillows in Calcutta Grey-Rose and
Pearlwhite.

Living Coral and dark grey - this
wonderful colour combination creates
an elegant, classic look. Shown here on
the new CARO Outdoor Lounge by
Hoffmann Kahlyess Design and perfectly
complemented with metal accessories.

And the new BASKET Dining Chairs are
also looking particularly stunning with
their anthracite-coloured aluminium
frame and custom-made seat cushions in
coral red. Beautifully matched with the
dark grey ROCK Table from the current
solpuri collection.

For a slightly fancier combination, just
combine Living Coral with a soft ocean
blue. This looks very stylish. Simply mix
different shades of blue of CARO Lounge
seat and back cushions with coral-
coloured throw pillows.



About solpuri
solpuri - inspired by the sun "sol" and inspired by design "puri": Since 2006, solpuri
designs and manufactures exclusive outdoor furniture by combining the energy of the
sun with the clarity of successful design. The designs carry life outside to open up new,
sensual living spaces there. Attention to detail, timeless and modern interpretations of
legendary Bauhaus designs and a commitment to the highest levels of comfort and
quality are the hallmarks of solpuri outdoor furniture. Each piece of furniture is made
of the highest quality materials by using the most modern production techniques
combined with traditional craftsmanship under strict consideration of a careful
sustainable use of resources.

www.solpuri.com
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Last but not least, accessorise your outdoor space with shimmering brass or copper or
white marble items. And do not forget to add a few splashes of coral and white to your
planting theme: Peony Coral Sunset, Peony Coral Charm, Quince, Camellias or Tulips
would all work brilliantly.


